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THE IRRIGATION OF ALFALFA 
By 
F. S. HARRIS and D. W. PITTMANl 
. In the United States alfalfa-growing has gone hand in hand 
with the development of irrigation. Alfalfa did not become an 
important crop in the country until after irrigation began to be 
practised in the West. Very soon after the pioneers reached 
Utah, alfalfa was brought to the state where it found conditions 
well suited to its growth. Wherever settlement extended alfalfa 
was raised as one of the most important crops, and finally from 
the West it has spread eastward into the humid part~ of the 
country. 
As a result of nearly three-quarters of a century of exper-
ience in raising alfalfa under irrigation, the farmers of Utah 
have learned most of the important general principles that 
underlie the irrigation of this crop. But even now one occasion-
ally sees a farmer who lets water run over his alfalfa field 
almost continuously, if the water can be had. 
Since alfalfa is raised in almost every part of the country 
where irrigataion is practised, the irrigation of this crop has 
been a favorite subject of investigation. A number of experi-
ments are reported in this bulletin. In considering the data, 
however, it must be remembered that results obtained in one 
locality may not apply to another with different soil and climatic 
conditions. Certain general facts may apply over rather wide 
areas, but in the last analysis the problem is a local one and 
practices must be worked out for each locality. 
In considering the irrigation of alfalfa it must be remembered 
that the plant is a perennial producing several crops during 
each season. It is therefore not subject to the sam'e .cycle in 
the use of water that is gone through by an annual crop, such 
as wheat. , Alfalfa begins its growth in the spring as soon as 
the ground ' warms up and continues until growth is stopped by 
cold weather in the fall. Its water requirement therefore con,· 
tinues throughout the entire grOwing season. Wheat, on the 
other hand, has a very large water requirement during a certain 
stage of its growth with less earlier and later. 
Another important item that must be taken into account in 
the irrigation of alfalfa is its extensive root system which 
reaches many feet into the soil, enabling the plant to withstand 
IThe early experiments reported herein were conducted under the 
direction of Dr. J. A. Widtsoe, Prof. L. A. Merrill, and Prof. J. C. 
Hogenson. The authors wish also to acknowledge the help of A. E. 
Bowman, H. W. Stucki, and H. J. Maughan in field work, and that of 
N. 1. Butt : in preparing the material for publication. 
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temporary drouths better than some of the shallower rooted 
plants. 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Because of the fact that alfalfa does well on practically all 
kinds of soils and produces fair yields even when grown with 
little attention to its culture, it is difficult to fix definite rules 
' for irrigating the crop. In considering the results of the ex-
periments at different places given in this review, due allowance 
should be made for different soil types, differences in stage of 
growth when cut, method of curing, climate, number of cuttings 
each season, and other factors modifying the yields in different 
places. All r~ferences to irrigataion water are in terms of 
depth of water over the land. 
Time to irrigate.-At the Wyoming Experiment Station' 
. it was found that water applied after the crop was several inches 
high in spring was considerably more beneficial than when 
applied before growth began. Fall irrigation was beneficial 
when it was done early enough t o allow the soil to drain par-
tially before winter. On a heavy clay soil in South . Dakota, 
experiments by the U. S. Department of Agriculture2 indicate 
that the yields were indifferent to either late fall or early spring 
irrigation. 
When it became necessary to irrigate the plants up after 
seeding, the New Mexic03 Station found that a second irrigation 
shortly afterwards to soften the su'rface crust covered so many 
of the little plants between the cracks that the results were not ' 
so satisfactory as when the surface crust was broken mechan-
ically. Delaying irrigation of the first crop after seeding is 
.advocated by the Wyoming Station\ but when irrigation be-
comes necessary a heavy rather than a light application is 
considered best; 
A series of experiments has been running in Nevada5 in 
which part of the alfalfa was irrigated before it showed signs 
of needing water, while the other part was allowed to turn 
dark green and in some cases show drooping of the leaves before 
irrigating. It was found that as the wilting stage advaI}.ced 
there was a gradual decrease in yield when using the same 
quantity of water. Excellent and economiG,al yields were ob-
IParsons, T. S.-"Alfalfa in Wyoming." W yo. Sta . Bul. 111 (1916) . 
2Aune, Beyer-"Experiments in Fall Irrigataion", U. S. D. A. Bur. 
Pl. Ind. W. 1. A. No.4, p. 12 (1914). 
3Keffer, ' C. A.---'-"Grasses and Forage Crops." New Mex. Sta. Bul. 
~2, pp. 27-31 (1899). 
4Parsons, T. S.-"Alfalfa in Wyoming." Wyo. Sta. Bul. 111 (1916). 
5Knight, C. S. et al.-;-Nevada Rpts. 1916-18; Bul. 93,96 . . 
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tained where the water was withheld until the plants showed 
a dark green color, but where they reached the wilting stage 
the yields were not satisfactory. Irrigating before there were 
signs of needing water gave the largest yields, but the quantity 
of wat er was excessive. 
At the Utah Station1 when using a total of 25 acre-inches of 
water applied in four equal irrigations during the season, if one 
irrigation was given fifteen days after each of the first two 
cuttings there was no material difference in yield whether the 
other two applications were made immediately before or just 
after the first two crops were cut. Two years' experiments at 
Davis, _ California2 , indicated' no difference in yields whether 71/j 
inches of wat~r were applied to the crop just before or imme-
diately after each of the four cuttings. The Nebraska Station3 
ays that with the exception of the first crop, it is best to irri-
gate after, rather than b.efore cutting . . The difference in 
opinion on this question by various authorities on irrigation is 
probably a matter of whether the water can be applied by the 
farmer soon enough after cutting to prevent a setback or check 
in growth. 
A summary of five years' irrigation experiments carried on 
by the U. S. Department of Agriculture in Oregon4 on a medium 
sandy soil is given in the following table: 
Treatm ent 
( 4 a cr e-inch es ) 
Total Water 
(acre-inches) 
, 81. 5 
48.0 
36.7 
Yield per Acre 
(tons) 
6.01 
5.55 
4.06 
The conclusions drawn from these and other data are that 
not more than 4 acre-inches of water should be applied at a time 
and that irrigating at two-week intervals gives the most eco-
nomical returns. 
Results from New l\lexico5 indicate that 5 inches of water 
applied each two week~ gave slightly better yields than 10 inches 
each four weeks. 
lWidtsoe, J . A. and Merrill, L . A.-"Methods for Increasing the 
Crop-producing Power of Irrigation Water". Utah Sta. Bul. 118, 
p. 140 ,(1912). 
2Becket t , S. H.-'Progress Report of Cooperative Irrigation Experi-
ments at Ca lifornia University Farm, Davis, California, 1909-1912." 
Dept. Bul. 10, ·U. S. D. A. (1913). 
3Knorr, Fritz.-"Management of Irriga t ed Land". Neb. Sta. Bul. 
152 (1915). 
4Dean, H. K.- "The Work of the Umatilla R eclamation Project Ex-
periment Farm in 191 8 and 1919". Dept. Circ. 110, U. S. D. A. 
5Vernoll , J . J., Lovett, A. E. , and Scott , J. M.-"The Duty of Well 
Water". New l\I[ ex. Sta. Bul. 5 6 (1905). 
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From his work in Idaho, Bark l states that the time of apply-
ing water has little influence on the yield, provided the soil is 
kept · moist throughout the growing season. 
Trials of different numbers of irrigations ranging from three 
to eleven in a season with the total quantity of water ranging 
from 12 to 43.2 inches in depth led the Idaho Station2 to conclude 
that for three crops of hay it is best to apply about 57 inches 
during a season in seven to eight irrigations. The av.erage num-
ber of applications used by Idaho farmers3 was found to be.a 
little over five during this season, the depths applied per irriga-
tion ranging from 3 to 6 inches. 
Investigations in California~ show one irrigation between 
each crop to be sufficient for most ordinary soils, although very 
pervious or very impervious soils required more frequent appli-
cations. Fortier5 state~ that the number of irrigations during a 
season ;ranges fr9m four in the cooler portions of the country to 
as many as twelve in parts of Ca.lifornia., ParsonsG advocates 
one irrigation for each cutting in Wyoming; Fleming7 gives two 
irrigations for each cutting as the common number; whereas for 
Idaho, WelchS states that it is profitable to giv'e three irrigations 
to the first two crops and one or two for the third, using a total 
of about 33 inches for the season. 
Quantity of Water Required.-The results of the first six 
years' experiments on the irrigation of alfalfa in California9 in-
dicate that .a depth of 30 to 36 inches of water during the se~son 
applied at the rate of 6. to 9 inches in an irrigation .gave the best 
returns for the 'water used. Farmers used from about 22 to 62 
inches during the season, the average being 40 inches. 
IBark, Don. H.-"Experiments on the Economical Use of Irrigation 
Water in Idaho". Dept. Bul. 339, U. S. D. A . . (1916). 
2Welch, J. S.-"Experiments with Legume Crops under Irrigation". 
Ida ho Sta. Bul. 94 (1917). 
3Bark, Don. H.-'.'Experiments on the Economical Use of Irrigation 
Water in Idaho". Dept. Bul. 339, U. S. D. A. (1916). 
4Beckett, S. H. and Robertson, R. D.- "The Economical Irrigation of 
Alfalfa in the Sacramento Valley". Calif. Sta. Bul. 280 (1917). 
Adams, F., Robertson , R. D., Beckett, S. H., Hutchins, W. A., and 
Israelsen , O. W.-"Investigations of the Economical Duty of Water in 
Sacramento Valley, California". Univ. Calif. Eng. Bul. 3. 
5Fortier, Samuel.-"Irrigation of Alfalfa". Farmers' Bul. 865, 
U. S.D.A. (1917). 
sParsons, T. S.-"Alfalfa in Wyoming". Wyo. Sta. Bul. 111 (1916). 
7Fleming, B. T.-"Practical Irrigation and Pumping". J. Wiley & 
Sons (New York). 
sWelch, J. S.-"Irrigation Practic.e". Idaho Sta. Bul. 78 (1914). 
9Beckett, S. H. and Robertson, R. D.- "The Economical Irrigation of 
Alfalfa in the Sacramento Valley" . Calif. Sta. Bul. 280 (1917). 
Adams, F., Robe-rtson, R. D., Beckett, S. H., Hutchins, W. A., and 
Israelsen, O. W.-"Investigations of the Economical Duty 'of Water in 
Sacramento Valley, California". Univ. Calif. Eng. Bul. 3. 
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Five years' work in Nevada1 shows that where plants were 
never allowed to suffer for water the yield was greater for six-
inch than for 9-inch irrigations, but slightly lower than with 
12-inch irrigations. The highest yield was obtained with the 
greatest quantity of water (81 inches), although the quality of 
the crop was poor with large applications. Alfalfa responded 
better to large quantities of water than did wheat, potatoes, or 
sugar-beets, but not so well as clover. When irrigated during 
the proper stage of growt·h, 36 to 48 inches of water was con-
sidered the best quantity to use. The soil retained but 25 per 
cent of the 12-inch irrigation in the upper four feet of soil, while 
70 per cent of the 6-inch applicataions were retained. 
In the following table is summarized irrigation experiments 
at the New Mexic? Station;! for the years 1916-19 inclusive: 
Size Applications 
( inches ) 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Total Water 
(Acre-inches) 
3 4 
42 
~7 
53 
Yield per Acre 
(tons) 
~.932 
5.~62 
6.216 
6.678 
Cult ivating the plats after irrigating decreased the yields. 
An experiment covering five years in Idah03 showed that as 
the water applied increased from 12 to 56 inches there was an 
increase in yield of hay from four to eight tons. Averaging 52 
alfalfa fields on medium clay and sandy soils studied during the 
period 1910-13, the quantity of water applied was about 30 inches, 
whereas on porous sandy and gravelly soils about 78 'inches were 
used. 
Fort ier4 reports an experiment in Montana in which the 
yields increased from 4.61 tons with a total application of 6 
inches to 7.68 tons with 36 inches. The yields where less than 
. 24 inches were applied were not nearly so s~tisfactory as when 
24 to 36 inches were used. Field studies showed the quantities 
used by farmer~ to range from about 20 inches on medium soils 
to about 26 inches for light soils. 
An increase in yield 'from .2.8 tons to 9.0 tons to the acre as 
lKnight, C. S. and Hardma n , G.-"Ir rigation of Field Crops in 
Nevada" . Nev. Sta . Bul. 96 .(1919); also Rpts. 1916-1 8 . 
2Th ompson, C. A. and Ba rrows, E. L.-"Soil Moisture Movement in 
Relat ion to Growt h of Alfa lfa" . New Mex. Sta. Bul. 12 3 (1920). 
3Bark, Don H .-"Experiments on the Economical Use of Irriga tion 
Water in Idaho" . Dept. Bul. 33 9 , U. S. D. A. ( !916 ) . 
4Fortier Samuel- "Irrigation of Alfalfa". Farmers ' Bul. 865, U. S. 
D. A . (1917) . 
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the quantity of water in~reased from 27 to 95 inches ~as noted 
on the sandy loam sqils of the Salt River, Arizona1 • 
A summary of seven years' experiments on the Irrigation of 
alfalfa conducted at the Utah Station2 is .given in the following 
table: 
Crop- (Tons) Water Applied- (Inches) 
10 I 15 I 20 I 25 I 30 I 50 
1st yield hay ___ ______ ___ __ ___ 1.78 3 I 1.597 I 1.879 I 1.895 I 1.663 I 1.897 2d yield hay ___ _______ ____ . __ _ 2.038 I 1.387 I 1.596 I 1.622 I 1.669 I 2.008 3d yield h ay __ ________ . _____ .. ' 1.120 I .788 I 1.0 '72 I 1.159 I 1.q88 I 1.501 
TotaL ___ ___ __ .___ .. ___ __ . 4 .9 41 I 3.772 I 4.547 I 4.676 I 4.420 I 5.406 
Yield Dry Matter __ .... _. __ 4 .547 3 .4 71 4.184 4. 303 4.066 4.974 
In the Powder Valley, Oregon3 , aifalfa showed little increase 
in yields with irrigations ranging from 18 to 33 inches. The 
maximum yield in Goose Lake Valley was with 18 inches. 
From the above experiments it is seen that there is a great 
variat ion in the irrigation treatments that give t he best returns. 
The U. S. Department of Agriculture as w'ell a s most of the 
western states practising irrigation have studied the duty of 
water for alfalfa under field conditions. The ten-year average 
quantities of water used in several western states as determined 
by the U. S. Department of Agriculture4 was as follows: Mon-
tana, 13.8; Idaho, 30; Utah, 35.6; Washington, 37.3; California. 
54; and Nevada, 82.2 acre-inches each season. From the various 
state and government bulletins it appears that good practice on 
ordinary soils calls for the use of 30 to 40 inches of water, 
although several times this quantity may be required on im-
pervious soils or where the water is needlessly wasted. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIELD EXPERIMENTS 
The field work reported in this bulletin was conducted on the 
Greenville Experimental Farm two miles north of the Agricul-
tural .College at Logan. The soil of this farm has been described 
in detail in several previous publications of the Station. It is 
IFortier, Samuel-"Irrigation of Alfalfa". Fa'rmers' Bu!. 865 , U. S. 
D. A. (1917) . 
2Widtsoe, J . A.-"The Production of Dry Matter with Different 
Quantities of Irrigation Water". Utah Sta. Bu!. 116 (1912). 
Widtsoe, J. A. , and Merrill, L. A.-"The Yields of Crops with Differ-
ent Quantities of Irrigation Wate r". Utah . Sta. Bu!. 117 (1912). 
3Powers, W. L .-"The Economical Use of Irrigation Water". Ore. 
Sta. Bu!. 140 (1917) . . 
4Teele, R. P.-"Review of T en Years of Irriga tion Investigations" . 
U. S. D. A. Off. Exp. Sta. Rpt. 1908, pp. 355-405 . 
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uniform loam to considerable depth and carries about 22 per 
cent of moisture as an opt imum under field conditions. The 
plats were 29 feet wide by 57 feet long; this gives an area of 
1/26.35 of an acre in each plat exclusive of the seven-foot space 
between plats. 
The water was measured by means of a Cippoletti weir and 
taken to the land in wooden flumes where it was applied to the 
alfalfa by the flooding method. All the water was retained on 
the plats by banks around the edges. 
Several different experiments on the irrigation of alfalfa 
have been conducted on plats at Greenville during the last seven-
teen years. At first only a few plats were used, but during later 
years the experiments have been more extensive. Most of this 
bulletin is devoted t o results obtained during the five years 1916 
to 1920, inclusive. 
Table I gives the precipitation record from 1915 to 1920, the 
period of the more important experiments. This is typical of 
the entire period. The arrangements by months is made for the 
period affect ing the crop rather than for the calendar year. 
Table I.-Precipitation by Months During the Years from 
1915 to 1920, Inclusive 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.-~~~~~= 
Month 11915-16 11916-17 11917-18 11918-19 11919-201 Average 
October _____ __ ________ ___ 
.05 3.78 
I 
.07 1.30 4.~3 1.92 
November 
-----.. --- ---
1.37 .80 .77 .98 .73 .93 
December 
.- -------- --
.78 2.89 .65 1.4~ 1.49 1.45 
January --- .. _ .. _------ .. 2.61 .91 3.15 2.22 .26 1.83 
February 
---------- ----
2.62 4.51 2.33 3.15 1.2~ 2.77 
March ___ 00 ____ _ _ ___ _ • ____ 2.17 ' 1.88 1.80 1.95 2.73 2.11 
April ___ ......... __ .. _____ _ 1.73 2.84 .80 1.79 3.08 2.05 
May 00 _ __ _ .. __ 00 _________ 00_ 
.91 4.21 1.82 2.31 .94 2.04 
June 
---- ---- --------- -- ---
.88 .48 .44 .60 .28 .54 
July 
----- --- --- ----- ---- --
.08 .48 
I 
1.44 .57 .19 .55 
August 
---- ---- .. _-- ----- -
.20 .00 .36 .19 1.38 .~3 
September 
---- --------
.10 1.34 1.63 2.88 1.57._ 1.50 
TotaL __ ____ __ ______ 1 13.50 1 24.12 1 15.26 1 19.38 1 18.32 1 18.12 
In reporting the earlier and less extensive tests, tables are 
given without graphs. 
EARLY TESTS 
The first test to be reported is one covering the three-year 
period from 1903 to 1905, inclusive. The experiment was con-
ducted to discover the relation of total yield to water applied. 
The results are shown in Table II. 
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Table II.-Yield of Alfalfa on Land Receiving Various 
Quantities of Irrigation Water. Average for 
the Three Years 1903-05, Inclusive 
Total Year Total Water Yield per 
Plats Applied Method of Application Acre (Inches ) (Tons) 
6 15 4 equal Irrigations 4.393 
6 25 4 equal irrigations 5.352 
3 90 7.5 inches weekly 6.8 33 
Table II shows a higher yield for the higher applications, but 
there were so few treatments that no very definite conclusions 
as to the best amount of water to use can be drawn. 
In 1907 somewhat more extensive experiments were con-
ducted. Of the nine plats in the test four were in old alfalfa and 
five in new. Since the two cannot be compal'ed directly they are 
presented in separate tables. Table III gives the results for the ' 
new alfalfa and Table IV for the old. 
Table III.-:-Yield of Young Alfalfa With Different 
Quantities of Irrigation Water (1907) 
Total Water Applied 
(inches) 
None 
15 
22.5 
30 
37.5 
Method of Application 
1 
Yield 
(tons per acre) 
------- ------, 2.358 5 irrigations of 3 inches ea ch 3.109 
5 irrigations of 4.5 inches each \ 3.45 3 
5 irrigations of 6 inches each 3.413 
5 irrigations of 7.5 inches each 3.787 
---
Table IV.-Yield of Old Alfalfa With Different Quantities 
of Irrigation Water (1907) 
Total Water Applied 
(inches) 
10 
15 
20 
30 
Method of Application 
4 irrigations of 2.5 inches each 
2 irrigations of 7.5 inches each 
4 irrigations of 5 inches each 
4 irrigations of 7.5 inches each 
Yield 
(tons p er acre) 
4.41 3 
3.92 6 
4.835 
5.06 8 
Tables III and IV show in general an increase in yield with 
increased application of water, although the increase is not 
uniform. It is shown that 15 inches given in two irrigations is 
not equal to 10 inches given in four irrigations~ 
An experiment to study the formation and movement of 
nitrates in the soil was conducted during the seven years from 
1909 to 1915, inclusive. After the first three years the amount 
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of water applied to each plat was increased. This necessitated 
two tables- V and VI-to present the results. 
Table V.- Yield of Alfalfa With Different Quantities of 
Irrigation Water . Average of the Three Years 
Total W a t er Applied 
(inch es) 
None 
5 
10 
15 
1909 to 1911, Inclusive 
Met hod of Application 
1 irriga tion of 5 inches 
2 irrigations of 5 inches ea ch 
3 i r rigations of 5 inches ea ch 
Yield 
(tons per acre ) 
3 ,089 
3.627 
4.014 
4.07 5 
Table VI.- Y ield of Alfalfa With Different Quantitie-s 
of Irrigation Water. Average of the Four 
Years 1912 to 1915, Inclusive 
Total Water Applied 
(inch es) 
Non e 
1 5 
25 
37.5 
Method of Application 
5 equal irrigations 
5 equal irrigations 
5 equa l irrigations 
Yield . 
( tons per acre ) 
3 .8 97 
5, 40 3 
5 .671 
5.813 
Tables V and VI show a rather consistent increase as more 
water was used up t o 37.5 inches. It will be noted that during 
the latter four years the yield of the check was higher than 
during the first three years. This is doubtless due t o more 
favorable climatic conditions. The two tables cannot therefore 
be directly compared. 
Table VII.-TotaL Yields of Alfalfa and Yields by Crops With 
Different Irrigation Tre,atments. A verage of 
the Thr ee Years 1912 to 1914, Inclusive 
T otal Wate r Yield (ton's, per acre) 
Applied Irrigation Treatment Average 3 Years 
(inches) Total l1st crop 12d crop 13d crop 
5 5 inches a fter 1st cutting. __ _ 3.4 61 1 1. 726 1 1. 282 1 .453 
5 5 inches after 2d cutting ____ 4 .687 1 1. 924 1 1.630 1 1.133 
12.5 2 1h inches when each crop 
I 1 was half grown and after 1 
each cutting _____ _ ~ __ _____ ______ __ 4. 517 1 1.845 1. 704 [ .968 
15 5 inches as each crop starts 4.400 I 1.827 1. 542 1 1.021 
15 5 inches when each crop 
1.621 / was half grown __ _________ _____ 4. 550 1 1.875 1.054 
2 5 2 1h inches each week ___ __ __ ___ 6 .072 / 2.126 2.4 64 1 1.482 
30 5 inches each alternate week 4.655 1.638 1.713 1 1.304 
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In. the experiments reported in . Table VII there is not only a 
variation in the total water applied but also in the method of 
applying it. The time of application is seen to make more dif-
ference with the single application of 5 inches than where 3 
five-inch applications were made. Twenty-five inches applied in 
weeklY quantities of 2.5 inches gave better results than 30 
inches where 5 inches were applied each alternate week. 
The time of applying water has a marked effect on the rela-
tive' amount of hay produced at each cutting. This is brought 
out ciearly in 'Table VIII which shows that only 13 per cent of 
the total yield was produ'ced in the third cutting when the last 
irrigation came immediately after the first cutting, whereas 
when the irrigations continued regularly throughout the season 
the third . cutting produced as much as 28 per cent of the total 
crop. 
Tab'le VIII.-Perc.entage of the T otal Yield of Alfalfa Which 
Was Produced at Each Cutting With Diffe,rent 
l1'rigation Treatments. Ave1A age of the 
Three Years 1912 to 1914, Inclusive 
.. 
Total Water P er , cent of Total Applied Irrigation Treatment 
(inches) 1st crop I 2d crop I 3d crop 
5 5 inches after 1st cutting .... 50 I 37 13 
5 5 inches after 2d cutting .... . 41 I 35 24 
12.5 2.5 inches when each crop 41 38 21 
wa s half grown and after 
each cutting ............... ...... . 
15 5 inches as each crop starts 42 35 23 
15 5 inches when each crop was 41 36 23 
half grown ... .. .... ...... ... ....... . 
25 2.5 inches each week .. .. .. ...... 35 I 
41 24 
30 5 inches each alternate week 35 37 28 
• LATER EXPERIMENTS 
In 1916 the experiment dealing with the irrigation of alfalfa 
was considerably extended so that it included twenty-six treat-
ments, embracing not only tests of different quantities of water 
but also of applying the water at various combinations of periods 
in the growth of the crop. The average results of this experi-
ment are presented in detail in Figures 1 to 4 and in Tables 
IX and X. 
An examination of Table IX and Figure 1 shows the effect 
of the irrigation treatment on the yield of alfalfa by cuttings. 
Each figure is the average of the treatment for five years. It 
will be noted that single irrigations of 5 inches were given at 
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seven different periods ranging from early spring to fall. There 
were five treatments with a total of 10 inches applied and foul' 
treat ments with a total of 15 inches. There were also weekly 
irrigations and alternate weekly irrigations ranging from 1 to 
7.5 inches and totaling from 12 to 90 inches of water. 
Table IX.-Total Yield of Alfalfa and Y ield by Cr ops With 
D ifferent Treatments. A verage for the Five 
Y ears 1916 to 1920, I nclusive 
Total Yield 
Water (tons per acre) 
Applied Irrigation Treatment I 1st I 2d I 3d 
( inches) Total I crop I crop I crop 
-----"N~ D~y; no .irrigation ___ ; _________ ______ _____ : _____ 2.63 8 \1.457 1 .8 16 1 .365 5 5 mches m early sprmg ______________________ 3.683 1.839 11.224 1 .62 0 • 
5 5 inches at first stage ( 1st crop half I , I 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
15 
15 
1 5 
15 
20 
25 
40 
12 
30 
60 
90 
45 
30 
5 fr~::~) at--~~~~-~-d--~t-~-g~---(~ft~-~- - l~-t a .385 \1.683 \1.208 \ . 494 
cutting) ________ _______________ ____ _______________ 3.3 5 11.428 11.369 ! .588 
5 inches r..t third stage (befo r e 2d 1 I I 
cutti g) ____________________ _______ __ : ____________ 3 .442 11 .564 11.122 1 .756 
5 inches after s cond cu tting __ ________ __ 3 .978 11.816 1.056 11.106 
5 i~~~!Sn~t-~~~~~~~- ~~~~~ -'-~~~ - ~~.-~~ --~-~-I_~ 2.396 1:119 1 .786 1 .491 
5 inches fall after third crop removed 2.744 11. 4 0 2 1 .933\ .4 09 
5 inches ach at fi rst and second I 
stages ______________________________________________ 3.767 11. 844 11. 42 6 1 .497 
5 inches each at first and third ! ! I 
5 sit:;::S --~~-~h---~t---fi~-~t---~~d---f~~~ti~ 3.403 \1. 396 11.1 88 \ .8 19 
5 ~~ac~e:s -~~~h---~t--~~~~~d-- -~;-d--~thi-l:d 3.6 32 11.564 ,1.2 10 11 .858 
stages ___ _______ _____ __ _____________________________ 3.646 1. 2 6 5 11. 514 1 .867 
5 :;a~he~S _~~~_l~ ___ ~~ ___ ~~~~~ __ ~~~ ___ ~~~~_~~ 4.128 /1.707 /1.249 11.1 7 2 
5 inches each at first, s econd, and 1 I I 
third stages _____ _________________________ ______ 3.860 11.455 11.582 1 .823 
5 inches each at first, second, and I I 1 
fourth stages _____________ _________________ ___ _ 4.018 1.514 11. 594 \ .910 
5 inches each at fi rst , third, and I I 
four th stages _____________ ___ __________________ 4 .080 11.64 81 1 .423 11.009 
5 inches each at second, third, and I I I 
fourth stages ______________ ______ ___ __ _________ 3.941 11.3 89 11. 541 11.011 
5 inch es each at first, second, thir.d , I I 1 
and fourth sta ges ______ ____________________ __ 3.605 11.286 11.39 4 1 .92 5 
5 inches ; each crop half grown and I I 
after 1st and 2d cutting ________ _______ ___ 4.186 1.480 1.51 5 11.191 
5 inches; each crop half grown and 1 1 
before and after cuttings __________ ______ 4.093 1.507 11.440 11.1 46 
1 inch weekly during season ___ ___________ 3.9 71 1.482 11. 50 9 1 .980 
2.5 inch es weekly during season ______ 4.420 11.519 11.733 11.16 
5 inches weekly during season ____________ 4 .5 88 11.520 11. 688 11.380 
7 .5 inches weekly during season __ __ ____ 4.609 11.563 11.700 11.346 
7 .5 inches alternate weeks _____ __ __ _______ 4 .392 11.488 11.648 11.256 
5 inches alternate weeks ___ ____ ___ __________ 4.538 11. 6 3 9 11. 7 60 11.139 
i 
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In arranging the various combinations of irrigations the 
plant growth was divided into four stages as follows: (1) when 
the first crop was half grown; (2) immediately after the first 
cutting; (3) just before the second cutting; and (4) when the 
third crop was about half grown. 
In the figures the lower part of the diagram indicates the 
time when irrigated. The bottom of the 'chart is the early 
spring, 'and later periods are indicated at higher points on the 
diagram. 
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Fig. I.- Effect of Diffe r ent Irrigation Trea tments on Yield of Alfalfa. 
Average of Five -Years , 
The figures indicate that in general the yield is increased as 
the total amount of water increased up to the highest amount 
applied which was 90 inches, although a total of 30 inches ap-
plied as 5 inches each alternate week gave practically as high a 
yield as the 90 inches. 
When the single irrigations are considered it is seen that 
the period of application does not affect the yiled materially so 
long as it is not delayed too long. It must be remembered that 
the soil under investigation is deep and that it is practically 
saturated in the spring from the natural precipitation. Where 
the rainfall is low or where the soil is shallow early application 
would doubtless be more effectual than under the conditions of 
this particular experiment. 
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The effect of the treatment on the relative amounts pro-
duced in the various cuttings is shown in Figure 2. Where no 
irrigation was applied 55 per cent of the entire yield came from 
the first cutting and only 14 per cent from the third. Where 
regular quantities of water were applied each week, from 33 to 
37 per cent of the crop came from the first cutting, from 37 to 
39 per cent from the second cutting, and from 25 to 30 per cent 
from the third cutting. 
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Fig. 2.-Effect of Different Irrigation Treatments on Relative Yield 
of Different Cuttings of Alfalfa. Average of Five Years. 
Table X.-Averag(3J Yield and Yield by Years f r om 1916 to 
1920, Inclusive, of Alfalfa R eceiving Different 
Total Quantities of I rrigation Water . 
Total Water 
Applied 
. (inches) 
None 
5 
10 
12 
15 
20 
25 
30 
40 
45 
60 
90 I 
j 
AVeragej 
F'ive 
Years 
2.638 
3.288 
3.715 
3.971 
3.975 
3.605 
4.186 
4:479 
4 .093 
4.392 
4.588 
4.609 
Total Yield from 3 Cuttings (tons) 
1916 I 1917 1918 I 1919 I 1920 
1.739 2.985 3.504 1.956 3.399 
2.217 3.836 3.668 2.756 3.957 
2.746 3.926 4.282 3.236 4.387 
2.859 4 .270 4.296 3.570 4.862 
2.948 4 .248 4.799 3.365 4.513 
2.728 3.610 3.914 3.570 4.204 
3.873 4.000 4.678 3.531 4.848 
3.597 4.190 5.172 4.210 5.225 
3.518 3.850 4.295 3 ;242 5.560 
3.360 4.400 4 .795 4.077 5.323 
3.399 4.430 4.993 4.691 5.42 9 
3.768 4.230 5.0 07 4.520 I 5.56 0 
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In Figure· 3 and Table X summaries are made of the yield 
with each quantity of water applied regardless of the time of 
application. A rapid rise in yield is noticed for the first water 
applied with a gradual flattening of the curve for the larger 
quantities of water. It would seem from this curve that 30 
inches is a rather effective quantity of water to apply. 
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Fig. 3.- Average Yield of Alfalfa With Different Total Amounts 
of Water Applied. Five Years' Results on 26 Plats. 
The yield for each inch of water appiied is shown in Figure 4. 
Thi~ brings out very forcefully the relative efficiency of the low 
applications as compared with the high. It must be remem-
bered, however, that all of this yield does not come from the 
irrigation water. In reality most of the crop is produced by 
the natural precipitation which averaged about 18 inches a year. 
Figure 5 shows what is produced by the irrigation water 
only. This is determined by subtracting the yield on the plats 
that were not irrigated. The smaller quantities of water are in 
general seen to be more effective than the larger quantities. 
The highest yield of all for each inch of water cam~ where a . 
5-inch irrigation was given immediately after the second cut-
ting. By the time the third crop was half grown, however, it 
seemed to be too late to do ,any good. . 
It must be remembered in considering these results that the 
soil is well saturated with water in the spring from natural 
precipitation and that the land does not become dry until the 
summer is well advanced. 
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Applied With Different Irrigation Treatments. 
Average of Five Years. 
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Experiments were carried on in 48 galvanized iron t anks 
each of which contained an equivalent of 651 pounds of water-
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Fig. 5.- Incr ease in Yield Above "Dry-Far m" Plats Produced by 
Each Acre-inch of Water Applied Wit h Diffe r ent Irrigation 
Treatments. Average of Five Years. 
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free soil. The tanks were 2 feet in diameter and 21/2 feet deep. 
They were kept on cars and wheeled under a steelyard for 
weighing. A full description of these tanks may be found in 
Utah Station Bulletins Nos. 105 and 152. The soil' in the tanks 
was a Greenville loam and is the same as that in the·field experi-
ments. The moisture content indicated in the tables was main-
tained by application of water to the surface of the soil after 
each weighing. Since the tanks were in the sun the temperature 
of the soil was higher than that in the field, and as a result four 
crops of hay were produced during a season instead of three. 
Some of the tanks were weighed each week and some each 
alternate week and sufficient water added to bring them up to 
the moisture percentage indicated in the tables. One year was 
required to get an even stand of alfalfa in all the tanks. Dur-
ing this year all tanks were kept at the same moisture content. 
The actual experiment was conducted during 1918, 1919, and 
1920 so that each figure is an average for three years. There 
were two tanks for each treatment. 
Table XI.-Amount of D ry Alfalfa Produced on Tanks Main-
tained at Different Moisture Contents and Watered 
at D ifferrent Intervals. (Average of 3 Years) 
Method Water Maintained Total 
of (per cent) Yield Yield by Crops 
Application 1st I 2nd 1 3rd and /grams) 
crop I crop 4 th crops 1st I 2d I 3d I 4th 
Weekly ----------------1 7.5 7.5 7.5 
1 
177 64 50 45 18 
'Weekly ________________ 10 10 10 226 82 62 59 24 Weekly ___________ __ ___ 12.5 12.5 12.5 255 85 68 69 33 Weekly _____ ________ ___ 15 15 15 364 122 95 95 52 Weekly __ ____ __ ____ ____ 17.5 17.5 17.5 409 147 110 . 85 68 
Weekly _ ~ ------- ------ - 20 20 20 555 178 153 143 81 
Weekly _____ __ ____ _____ 1 22.5 22.5 22.5 554 177 144 142 91 Weekly ___ _______ ______ 25 25 25 570 171 141 158 100 Weekly ________________ 27.5 27.5 27.5 481 152 . 121 98 110 
Weekly ------ ---------- I 30 30 30 493 104 114 141 135 Weekly ___________ ____ _ 1 25 25 15 553 203 179 126 45 Weekly ________ __ ______ 25 15 15 411 180 88 98 46 Weekly _____________ ___ 25 15 25 603 204 103 161 134 Weekly _______ __ _______ 15 25 25 589 117 182 152 138 V.leekly _____________ ___ 15 15 25 509 103 109 144 154 Weekly _______________ _ 15 25 15 454 121 168 110 55 
Alternate Weeks 25 25 25 467 155 109 123 79 
Alternate Weeks 15 15 15 308 105 77 81 45 
Alternate Weeks 25 25 15 403 155 108 97 43 
Alternate Weeks 25 15 15 384 159 83 90 52 
Alternate Weeks 25 15 25 428 129 82 120 96 
Alternate Weeks 15 25 25 383 95 104 95 89 
Alternate Weeks 15 
I 
15 
I 
25 363 90 69 115 89 
Alternate Weeks I 15 25 15 275 80 1 80 72 44 
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The results of the experiment are shown in Tables XI and 
XII and in Figures 6, 7, and 8. An examination of the tables 
shows that tanks were maintained at a soil moisture content 
of 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15, 17.5, 20, 25, 27.5, and 30 per cent during 
the entire period. In other tanks the moisture content was raised 
and lowered during various cuttings. It was thought when the 
experim.ent was planned that there would be only three cut-
t ings, but there was always some growth after the third cut-
ting. During the period of growth of the fourth crop the soil 
was always given the same treatment as during the growth of 
the third crop. . . 
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Fig. 6.-Amount of Dry Alfalfa Produced on Tanks Maintained 
at Different Moisture Contents Throughout the Season 
and at Different Seasons of Growth. 
An examination of Table XI and Figure 6 shows that where 
the moisture was maintained at the same percentage through-
out, 25 per cent was most favorable and produced the highest 
yield. This moisture content is just slightly higher than the 
maximum held by this soil a few hours after an irrigation in the 
field. This moisture content is about the best for germinating 
seed in the field or about as wet as it will plow well. 
Where the tanks were left two weeks before .returning the 
water lost, the yields were not so good as where. the moisture 
was added weekly. This shows the' disadvantage of having the 
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soil become too dry between irrigations. The yield in tanks with 
the oil maintained at a point near saturation '(30 per cent) was 
con iderably below that where the moisture was kept at 25 per 
cent. 
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Fig. 7.-Amount of Water Required by Tanks of Alfa lfa 'Maintained 
at Different Moisture Contents Throughout the Season and 
at Different Seasons of Growth. 
The amount of water used by each tank during t he year is 
shewn in Figure 7. This re resents the transpiration and the 
evaporat ion from the surface. Where the soil was maintained 
at 7.5 per cent of water only 188 pounds of water to the tank 
were ' used, whereas with a moisture content of 30 per cent 1420 
pounds to the t ank were required during the year. The very 
high loss with the \7ettest soil resulted in part from the fact 
that the surface of the soil was continuously very moist allow-
ing excessive' evaporation. 
The water cost of each pound of dry matter is shown in 
Taole XII and Figure 8. The figures represent the evapo-trans-
piration ratio which varies from 355 to 1306. That is,_ for each 
pound of dry hay produced there is required from 355 to 1306 
p~unds of water. . 
\,e evapomtion here would probably be about the same as 
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from a field soil. A thin sand mulch over the surface of the soil 
helps to compensate for the fact that the soil in the tanks was 
somewhat warmer than similar soil in the field. 
Table XII.-Pounds of Water Requi1"ed f01' Each Pound of 
D ry Alfalfa Produced on Tanks Maintained at 
Different Moisture Contents 
Water Maintained Total Metbod lbs . Lbs. Water p er lb. 
of (per cent) W tel' Alfalfa Each Crop 
1st I 2nd I 3rd anet p er lb. Application 
crop 1 crop 1 4th cro p:::, of Crop 1st 1 2d 1 3d 1 4th 
Weekly ___ 
------- I 7.5 7 .5 / 7 .5 
/ 
355 245 353 371 / 693 Weekly ___ __________ _ 10 10 10 438 352 473 448 619 
Weekly ______________ 12.5 12.5 12.5 507 409 560 550 1 550 Weekly ______________ 15 15 15 577 425 591 631 ) 806 Weekly _____________ _ 17.5 17 .5 17.5 722 477 767 903' 953 
Weekly ______ _______ _ 20 20 20 772 629 795 710 1,156 
vVeekly ______ ___ _____ 22.5 22.5 22 .5 805 619 865 782 1,111 
Weekly _____________ _ 25 25 25 985 1156 1 944 853 1,228 Weekly ___ ______ _____ 27.5 27. 5 27.5 1060 957 1132 11046 1,135 
Weekly ___ . __________ 30 30 30 1306 1705 1343 1296 . 977 
Weekly ______________ 
1 
25 25 15 838 909
1 
851 665 954 
Weekly ______________ 25 15 15 789 1016 692 661 748 
'Weekly ___ ____ _______ 25 15 25 873 830 857 792 1,047 
Weekly ___ ___ ___ __ ___ 
I 
15 25 25 I . 803 530 1 880 819 915 Weekly : ___ __ ________ 15 15 25 
I 
715 452 765 803 818 
W eekly ______________ 15 
1 
25 15 771 628 812 810 883 
Alternate Weeks 25 25 25 725 611 852 626 926 
Alternate Weeks 15 15 15 576 518 591 485 850 
Alternate Weeks 25 25 15 781 868 706 629 824 
Alternate 'Weeks 25 15 15 775 885 813 512 834 
Alternate Weeks 25 15 25 1 953 905 976 626 1,406 
Alternate W eeks 
/ 
15 25 25 912 659 751 / 821 1,467 
Alternate Weeks .l5 15 25 775 I 531 1 796 591 1,243 
Alternate Weeks I 15 727 1 735 1 892 1 393 1 963 25 15 
S MMARY 
1. This bulletin reports field experiments on the irrigation 
of alfalfa extending over a period of seventeen years. It also 
reports three-year tank experiments. 
2. The important literature on the irrigation of alfalfa is 
reviewed. 
3. The experiments show that under these conditions up to 
90 acre-inches, the largest amound used, the yield of alfalfa is 
increased /oJy applying more water. 
4. The applicat ion of more irrigation water than 30 acre-
inches gives so small an increase in yield under these conditions 
that it will not pay for the extra labor . . 
5. For the same amount of water, frequent moderate il~riga­
tions give better yields than fewer heavy irrigations. 
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Fig. 8.-Pounds of Water Required for Each Pound of Dry Alfalfa 
Produced on Tanks Maintained at Different Moisture Contents 
Throughout the Season . and at Different Seasons 
of Growth . 
. 6. Applying the water at different times of the irrigating 
season changes the relative yield of the different cuttings of 
alfalfa but 'shows no consistent effect on the total yearly yield. 
7. Tank experiments show that alfalfa_ yields best when the 
soir is maintained at about the best moisture content for germ-
inating seeds. The yield is decreased if the soil is either wetter 
or drier than this. 
8. Tank experiments show that the best yield is obtained if 
the soil is kept constantly at the optimum moisture content and 
is not allowed to become periodically much drier. 
9. The more- water that is applied to alfalfa the greater is the 
cost in pounds of water for each pound of alfalfa. 
CONCLUSIONS 
! n general the experiments show that alfalfa should be kept 
growing throughout the entire season, preferably by frequent 
moderate irrigations. More than 30 acre-inches of water is not 
applied with profit under the conditions of the experiment. In 
case more water is available the alfalfa will use it to produ~ 
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a slightly larger yield, provided the land does not get too wet. 
In case alfalfa-land becomes dry crop growth is suspended, but 
when water is again applied growth is resumed with vigor. 
(College Series No. 15 7 ) 
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APPENDIX 
D etailed Data of the, Crop on Each Plat for Each Year of the Major F i eld E xperiment Herein R ep01"t ed 
Plat Irrigation Treatment No. 
1916 yield-cured 
alfalfa 
1916 yield dry 
alfalfa 
1st 1 2nd I ~rd lIst I 2nd I 3rd 
I crop I crop I crop crop I crop I crop 
7411 inch weekly dUrIng season __ _ .------ ------ -- ------.- -------- -------------- ------- ------- .962 11. 225 .6 72 .916 1.1 31 .616 
75 12 l1z inch es weekly d uring season ___ ___________ _______ _____ _______ _______ ________ ----- 1.094 11. 5 2 8 1.001 1.045 1.408 .917 
7 6 15 inches w eekly during season __ ______________ . __ _____ ___ __ ______ __ __ ______ ________ __ 1. 028 11.291 1.0 8 0 .976 1.190 .9 68 
7717 liz inches weekly during season ___ __________ ____ ____ ___ __ __ ________________ ____ -- __ • 1.1 33 11. 41 0 1.225 1. 082 1. 316 1.115 
78 1' liz inches a lter nate w eeks _______ ___ _______ ___ ___ _____________ __ ________ ___ ---- ---------. .988 11. 265 1.107 1 .935 1.184 1. 0 2 0 
79 15 inches a lterna t e weeks ______ ___ _______ ________________ __________ _______ -- ----- ________ . 1.278 11. 30 4 1 .988 /1.201 1.220 .920 
~ ~ !I ~rrn~h~-~-~~--l~-t-~t~g~-=(-i-~t- -~-~:~p - -y;--g~?;~)-~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~:::: : 7: ~ ~ ~ I : ~ i ~ I :~ ~! i: ~.~ ~ :~ ~ ~ I : ~ ~ ~ 1 
82 !5 ll1ch €s at 2nd stage- (after 1st cuttll1g) ____ _________ ___________ ___ __________ .949 11.1331 .356 / .916 1.058 .330 1 
831 5 ~nches at 3rd stage-- (before 2nd cutting) __ ____ ___ ___ ___ ______ _____ __ ____ __ . 1.186 1 .75 1 1 .593 11.136 / .697 / .534 1 84 15 ll1ches at 4th stage- ( 3rd crop liz grown) ____ _____ __ ___________ __ __ ____ __ .. 738 1 .5 01 1 .211 .710 .472 , .196 
85 1 5 inch es eaCh at 1, 2 , 3, and 4 stages _______ __ _____ __ __ __ __ ________________________ . .962 11. 094 1 .672 1 .921 11. 0 31 1 .593 
86 15 inches each at 2, 3, and 4 stages _____ _____ __ __ ________ __ __ __ ___________ ________ _ .. 962 11.13 3/ .712 .929 1.050 .649 1 87 !5 ~nches each at 1,3 an d 4 stages ___ __ ___ _____ , ____________ ______ ___ ___ _______ ___ ----1.2251 .896 .68511.173 1' .8471 .628 1 
88 !5 ll1ches each at 1, 2 and 4 stages _. _________ _____________ ___ . ____ . _____ : _____ __ __ --. 1.18611.120 .60 6 1.147 1.046 .562 . 
89 15 inch es each at 1, 2 and 3 stages ___________ __________ _____ __ ________ _______________ 1.31711.239 .712 1.268 1.167 .642 
90 15 inches each at 1 and 2 stages ________________________ ___ ___ _____ ______ ___ __ _____ ~ ___ ~.463 1 .949 .237 1.263 .8 87 .2 18 \ 
91 15 inches each at 2 and 3 stages____ ____ __________ _______ ____________ __________________ .883 11.186 .659 .855 1.111 .612 
92 15 inches each at 3 and 4 stages ______ __ ___________ ___________ ____ _____ _______________ . 1.212 1 .8561 .883 11.179 1 .809 1 .830 
93 ! 5 inches each at 1 and 4 stages __________ __ __ _______________ ____ ______ __ ___________ • 1.304 11.015 .567 1.261 .955 .517 
94 15 inches each at 1 and 3 stages ___________ _____ _________ __ __ ______ ____ __ ___________ __ • 1.133 1 .870 .514 1.098 .819 .460 
95 1 dry --- -- ---- ---------- -- ---- -------- -------- --------------------- ____________ ______________ __ ____ ___ __ .962 1 .672 .'250 .932 .626 .231 
9 6 15 ~nches in early sprin~------ -- - ----- -- - --- -: ------------- -- ------ ----- __ _____ _______ ____ . 1.133 1 .817 .303 1.09 8 .763 .278 /' 
97 15 ll1ches after 2nd cuttll1g __ _________ ____ _______ ____ __ __________ _____ ___ ____ __________ __ . 1. 3 8 31 .8171 .738 11. 3 3 4 1 .7 63 .683 
98 15 inches fall after 3rd crop removed _______________ ___ ________ __ ______ ________ __ __ , .8831 .5531 .1711 .850 1 .524 \ .158 \ 
99 15 inches each crop liz grown and after 1st and 2nd cutting __ ______ • 1. 357 11.449 11.067 11.315 \1.350 .985 100 15 inches each crop liz grown and before and after cuttings _________ 1.225 11.278 11.015.11.189 1.150 .935 1' 
191 6 ht 
a lfa lfa 
(inches) 
2nd 1 3rd 
crop 1 crop Ip 22 1 8 
2°1 
18 
22 17 
20 16 
20 17 
9 5 
13 5 
18 6 
12 / 8 
13 / 5 17 11 
I ', I 11 
15 / 10 
19
/ 
10 
1 8 13 
15 9 
17 / 11 15 11 
18 8 
15 8 
13 4 
15 5 
16 / 10 
1 3\ 3 21 14 
19 / 12 
APPENDIX 
lJetailed Data of the Cr op on Each Plat for Each Year of the Iltfajor F ield Experiment Herein Reported . 
Plat 
No. 
1917 yield cured 1917 yield dry 
alfalfa alfalfa 
1917 heig~. _ 
alfalfa (inches) 
lrrigation Treatment 1st 1 2nd 1 ~rd 1st· 1 2nd I 3rd 
crop ! crop I crop el'Op 1 crop I crop 
1st I 2nd I ~l'd 
crop I crop 1 crop 
74 11 inch weekly during season ................. _.................. .. ............... 1. '/71 1. 551 .9 51 1. 6 71 1. 5 31 .87 1 251 271 
75 12112 inches weekly during season ........................ .. ... ......... ....... 1.81 1 1.3 8 1 .90 1.71 1 1.37 1 .81 1 25 1 281 
76 15 inches weekly during season ... .... .... ..... ......... ........ .. ............ 1.79 1 1.3411.30 1 1.691 1.2111.19 1 251 261 
77 17% inches weekly during season ........ .. ........ .. ........... .............. 1.82 1 1.37 1.04 1 1.73 1 1.27 1.031 24 261 
78 17 % inches alt.ernate weeks ............ ...... ............... .... .... .......... ... . 1.781 1.321 1.301 1.701 1.231 1.171 26 251 
79 15 inches alternate weeks .... ...... .... ... ...... .... .. : ......................... .. 1.83 1 1.30 1 1.16 1 1.74 1 1.2111.05 1 25 281 
80ldry .............. ................... .......... ............. .................... ...... ...... ..... 1.96 1 .70 1 .21 1 1.86 .65 .19 1 28 15 
81 15 inches at 1st stage-(lst crop 112 grown) ... .......... ... ..... ...... 2.17 1 1.44 1 .61 1 2.06 L 1.33 1 .551 27 221 
82 15 inches at 2nd stage-(after 1st cutting) ...... .. ......... ............. 2.0 3 1 1.4 8 1 .66 1 1.93 1 1.351 .601 28 1 241 
83 15 inches at 3rdstage-(before 2nd cutting) .. ...... ... ..... ........... 2.0911.341 .7611.9911.231 .701 271 221 
84 15 inches at 4th stage-(3rd crop % grown) ... ..... .. . .............. 1.53 1 .95 1 .53 1 1.46 1 .89 1 .48 1 241 22/ 
85 1 5incheseachat~,2,3,and4stages ........ .... ............ ... ........ .... 1.58 1 1.24 1 .79 1.51 1.14 1 .72 25 23 
86 15 inches each at 2,3, and 4 stages .... .... .. ........ ......... ... ........... 1.74 1 1. 34 1 .97 1 1.661 1.23 .881 25 261 
87 15 inches each at 1, 3 and 4 stages ...... .. .......... ....... .... .... ........ .. ~.0411.2511.0911.941 1:161 .99j 301 241 
88 15 inches each at 1, 2 and 4 stages .. .... ........... ................ .. ........ 1.96 1 1.45 1 1.11 1 1.85 1.33 1 1.021 30 1 27 \ 
89 15 i'nches each at 1,2 and 3 stages ... ... ... ..... ...... .......... ............. 1.77 1 1. 36 .91 1 1.67 1.25 1 .83 281 25 
90 15 inches each at land 2 stages ... ........ ... .......... ..... ........ ......... . 1.92 1 1.28 1 .55 1 1. 83 1.21 .51 1 29 1 241 
91 15 inches each at 2 and 3 stages ............. ................... ... ....... ..... 1.54 1.38 1 .74 1 1.43 1.27 .68 22 241 
92 15 inches each at 3 and 4 stages.... ............... .. ....... ................... 2 .33 1. 33 1 1.00 I 2.22 1 1.24 1 .921 26 221 
93 15 in ch es each at 1 and 4 stages .. ......... ........ ....... ...... .. .. ......... 1.9 3 1.16 1 .76 1 1.84 1 1.09 1 .69 / 25 1 221 
94 15 inch es each at 1 and 3 stages.......... ...................................... 1. 9 5 1.1 31 .63 1 1. 8 5 1 1. 07 .61 24 221 
95 1dry ... .... ... ........ ........... ......... ... ...... ....... ..... ................................ 1.90 .83 1 .37 1 1.79 1 .79 \ .34 1 24 181 
96 !5 ~nches in early sprin~ ..... ... ... ....... ... ... ............. ...................... 2.20 ! .98 1 .53 1 2.09 1 .92 1 .48 1 27 / 20 1 
97 15 !nches after 2nd cuttll1g .... .... ... ......... .. ..... ...... .. : .... .... ..... ...... 2.44 .92 1 1.01 1 2.~3 1 .86 .. 92 291 211 
98 15 ll1ches fall after 3rd crop removed ....... ................ .... ...... .. .... 1.91 1 .is '' I .40 1 1.81 1 .82 1 .3 9 1 27 / 20 1 
99 15 inch es each crop 112 grown and after 1st and 2nd cutting. 1.71 1 1.2 5 1 1.04 1 1.63 1 1.17 1 .95 1 25 241 
100 15 in ches each crop % grown and before and after cuttings, 1.74 1 1.15 1 .9 6 1 1.65 1 1.09 1 .881 261 23 1 
18 
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19 
20 
20 
20 
8 
15 
14 
18 
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17 
18 
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13 
18 
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APPENDIX 
Detailed ·Data of the Crop on Each Plat for Each Year of the Major Field Experiment Herein Repor t ed 
Plat 
No. Irrigation Treatment 
74 \1 inch weekly during season ................. ................... ............ ................. . 
75 2 % inches weekly during season ............................ .......... .................. .. 
76 15 inches weekly during season .............. : .. ........... .............................. .. 
77 17 % inches weekly during season ................ ............ ............................. . 
78 17 liz inches alternate weeks .. ... ................. ..... ........................................ . 
79 15 inches alter,nate weeks ............... ...................................................... , 
80 I dry .................... ... ... .. ........ ..................... ............... ... .............................. '
81 15 inches at 1st stage- (1st crop % grown) .................. ......... : .......... .. 
82 15 inches at 2nd stage-(after 1st cutting) ..... ....................... : .... ........ . 
83 15 inches at 3rd stage-(before 2nd cutting) .... ........ .. ................... ...... . 
84 15 inches at 4th stage-( 3rd crop % grown} ..... : ... ..... : ...................... . 
85 15 inches each at 1 , 2, 3, and 4 stages ...... ........................... : ......... ....... .. 
86 15 inches each at 2, 3, and 4 stages .... .... ...... ... .. . , ....... ..................... : .. .. 
87 15 inches each at 1, 3 and 4 stages ..... . ... ............ ... ...... ... : ...... ........ ....... . 
88 15 inches each at 1 , 2 and 4 stages .... ................... . .......... ............ = •.••••••• 
89 15 inches each at 1, 2 and 3 stages .............. .......... ..................... .... : ..... . 
90 15 inches each at 1 and 2 stages .. ............. ... ... ...... ....... . ........................ . 
91 15 inches each at 2 and 3 stages .. .. ..................... .. .. .. .. .......... ................ . 
92 15 inches each at 3 and 4 stage.s .. .... .. ..... .............................................. . 
93 15 ' inches each at 1 and 4 stages .... .. ...... ..................... . ~ ... ........ ........... . 
94 15 inches each at 1 and 3 stages ...... .............. .. ...... .. ........... .. ................ . 
95 1 dry ....... .. ... ... .................. .... ........... ................. ...................................... , 
96 15 inches in early spring ... .... ...... ....... ...... ................. .... ....... _ .. _ .......... ... . 
97 15 inches after 2nd cutting ............ ... ... .. ........ ...... ......... ... .... ........ ......... . 
98 15 inches fall after 3rd crop removed .... ......... ... .... ................. .. ...... ..... .. 
99 15 inches each crop % grown and after 1st and 2nd cutting .. ........... . 
100 15 inches each crop % grown and before and after cuttings ....... . ; .... . 
I . I 1918 1918 YIeld cured 1918 yield ·dry 1 h t. al-I alfalfa alfalfa I falfa 
1st. 1 2nd I 3rd 1st I 2nd \ 3rd I 3rd 
crop ! crop i crop crop I crop crop I crop 
1.621 11.621 11.054 11.554 11.5231 .9251 18 
1.7'00 1.858 11.304 11.650 11.765 11.121 1 23 
1.607 11.858 11.528 11.495 11.750 11.343 1 26 
1.621 11.89711.48911.505 11.813 11.4071 24 
1.58111.845 11.37011.507 11.742 1.195 1 24 
1.7.26 12.438 11.318 11.685 12.29411.079 22 
1.831 11.001 1 .316 11.774 1 .9161 .283 1 3 
1.79 2 11.318 1 .22411.695 11.233 1 .217 1 ' 4 
1.673 11.423 1 .777 11.60811.348 1 .705 1 4 
1.700 11.146 1 .936 11.656 11.073 1 .820 1 4 
1.318 1 .870 1 .593 11.286 1 .8041 .500 1 4 
],463 11.476 1 .975 11.40611.387 .835 1 15 
1.647 11.963 1 .988 !1.592 11.8151 .907 1 19 
2.042 12.018 !1.028 11.879 11..948 1 .940 1 18 
1.752 12.0951 .85611.67812.0111 .8 .71 17 
1.792 12.029 1 .896 11.708 11.8921 .798 1 17 
2.135 1.713 1 .632 1 ~.009 1 1.640 1 .554 1 11 
1.318 11.963 1 .975 11.279 11.803 1 .907 1 13 
1.950 11.449 11.410 11.876 11.31711.265 1 16 
1.7 52! 1. 2 7 8 I . 9 7 5 1. 6 9 9 11. 2'2 0 I .8 9 3 I 11 
1.528 11.344 1 .988 11.472 11.277 1 .928 1 13 
1.594 11.015 1 .567 11.542 1 .927 1 .526 1 3 
2.042'11.318 .791 11.969 11.233 1 .713 1 9 
1.990 11.304 11.080 11.896 11.221 11.016 15 
1.63411.199.1 .553 I1.584 I1.1!O I .513 ! 7 
1.48911.621 11.56811.43611.51311.4651 21 
1.528 11.410!1.35711.48011.31711.2661 20 
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APPENDIX 
Detailed Data of the Crop on Each Plat for Each Year o(the M ajm" Field Expe1"iment Herein RepoTted 
I 1919 yield cured 1919 yield dry 1919 height Plat . . alfalfa alfalfa alfalfa ,( inches) 
No. I Irngatlon Treatment 1st I 2nd I 3rd .1st I 2nd I 3rd 1st I 2nd I 3rd 
crop I crop I crop crop I crop I crop crop I crop I crop 
--~~~~--~~~~-------------------------------1 ~~~'7~ 74 11 inch weekly during season_. ____________ __ __ ____ __ __ ____ ___ ___ ______ ____ __ --- -. 1.423 11.067 11.080 11.268 1 .999 1 .959 ! 14 1 18 1 16 
75 12 % inches weekly during season ___ _______ ___________ ____ ________ ___________ . 1. 3 5 7 11. 515 11. 212 11.166 11. 4 23 .110 1 14 1 26 1 26 
76 15 inches weekly during season ___ ___ __ __ _________________________________ __ _ . 1.476 11. 7 7 9 11.43 6 11.2 77 11. 64 9 11.180 I 15 1 25 1 27 
77 17 % inches weekly during seasou ____ __ _________ __ ______________ _____ ________ . 1. 3 4 4 11. 713 11. 463 11.167 11. 591 11. 216 1 18 1 25 28 
78 17% inches alternate w eeks __________ ______ _____ _________ ______ ____ ___ ___ ___ -----. 1.416 11.673 1 .988 11.208 11.551 1 .8 49 1 17 1 26 1 26 
79 15 inches alternate weeks ___________________ ______________________________ -------. 1.818 11.687 1 .830 1 .. 982 11.385 1 .724 1 '16 23 1 22 
80 I dry --- -- ---- --- ------------ -- -- ------------------------------- ----------------- ------------- -- -. .922 1 .646 1 .237 ! .8981 .573 1 .188 1 11 1 14 1 4 
81 15 inch es at 1st stage-(lst crop % grown) --------- -- ---- ---- --- ----- 1.304 1 .962 1 .672 11.100 1 .899 1 .595 1 11 1 19 1 5 
82 15 ~nches at Znd stage-(afte: 1st cuttiI~g) ----.---------- ---- ---------. 1.028 11.041 1 .42,2 1 .932 1 .944 1 .366 \ 111 17 1 4 
83 15 ~nches at 3rd stage- (befole 2nd/mttlllg ) ---------------- -------- -- . 1.146 1 .80 4 1 .65,9 11.011 1 .749 1 .,548 111 11 1 5 
84 15 lllch es at 4th stage-(3rd crop ~ grown)- --- --------------------.. 88 9 1 .488 1 .514 1 .821 l .4 56 1 .455 1 11 1 12 10 
85 15 inch es each at 1 , 2 , 3, and 4 stages----------------------- -- -------------. 1.093 11.304 11.173 1 .954 11.167 11.113 1 13 1 20 1 18 
86 15 in ch es each at 2,3, and 4 stages-- -- ------ --- ----- -------------------- ---1.265 11.383 11.1 86 11.117 11.236 11.067 1 13 19 1 21 
?7 15 in ch es each at 1,3 and 4 stages-- --------------- -----.-------------------. 1.363 11.067 11.015 11.183 11.000 1 .843 / 14 1 20 1 1,4 
88 15 inches each at 1, 2 and 4 stages--.------ ---------- -- --- ------------------, 1.225 1.238 1 .87 0 11.05211.099 1 .794 141 21 1 15 
89 15 inches each at 1,2 and 3 stages------------ --- ----- :-------- -- ------------ 1.054 11.304 ! .488 1 .998 11.191 1 .433 1 15 1 21 1 12 
90 15 inches each at 1 and 2 stages -----~ - -----------·----- - -------- - ------- ----- - . 1. 5 42 11.146 1 .329 11. 3 4 6 11. 0 7 5 1 .2 88 1 16 1 22 1 12 
91 15 inches each at 2 and 3 stages--------·--- ----- -------------- ------ ---- -- ----. 1.239 11.304 1 .988 11.126 11.197 1 .869 1 12 1 22 1 17 
92 15 inches each at 3 and 4 stages------------, -- ---- -- ------ ------ ------- --- .. .. 1. 4 3 6 1 .922 1 .962 11. 3 7 6 1 .868 1 .866 1 13 1 14 1 16 
93 15 in ch es 6ach at 1 and 4 stages-. -. -- -- -.- .---: .. -.... --- -- .. --.-.-.--- ---- -1.344 11.067 1 .870 11.223 1 .989 1 .794 \ 12 1 191 13 
94 15 inches each at 1 and 3 stages .. -.... -.... -- .. ----.----- .- .. ---- .. ---.------. 1.067 11.094 1 .. 87 0 11.056 [1.017 1 .7 55 12 1 18 1 14 
95 1dry -........ -.-.-- --- -- .-- ..... -- -.-.----- .. -.. -- -- .. ... -- .... -.--.--- .- .... -- .. -.- .-.-- --- --.. 9221 .623 1 .461 1 .913 1 .621 1 .4551 101 11 1 4 
96 15 inch es ' in early flpring -- -.-.-- -.. --- .. -----.-' ... -... --.- --- -- -- ---- ... --... -.-... 1.950 11.304 1 .698 11.929 11.206 1 .601 1 21 1 20 1 12 
97 15 in ch es after 2nd cutting-- .. -- ... --- .... -.. -. -...... -.- ----.-- -.-.- .... ------ .. 1.146 1 .6 85 11.291 11.033 1 .655 11.145 1 12 1 12 1 17 
98 15 inches fall after 3rd crop removed._ ... ____ ______ ... _ ... ___ ... _ .. _ ... ___ _ 1.093 1 .725 1 .474 11.002 1 .685 ! .410 1 13 1 14 1 7 
99 15 inches each crop liz grown and after 1st and 2nd cutting. 1.173 11. 383 1 .975 11.042 11.322 1 .851 1 17 23 1 22 
100 15 inches each crop liz g rown and before and after cuttings. 1.2 39 11.173 1 .830 11.118 11.116 1 .728 1 16 1 23 ! 21 
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APPENDIX· 
Detailed Data of the C1'OP on Each Plat for Each Year of the TVl ajar Field E xpeTiment Herein Reported 
Plat 
No. Irrigation Treatment 
1920 yie ld cured 1920 yield dry 
alfalfa alfalfa 
1st ! 2nd I ;) rd 1st 1 2nd 1 3rd 
crop 1 crop I crop crop I crop 1 crop 
74 11 inch weekly during season _________ ___ ____________ ___________ ________ _____ -- --- 1. 6-3 4 12.0 82 i 1.146 11. 5 0 6 11. 878 1 .997 1 
75 12 % inches weekly duripg season _________________________ _________ ___________ 1. 6 3 4 12.385 11.423 11.553 12.137 11.266 
76 5 inches weekly during season _________ __ _______ __ __ : ___ ___ : ______________ ___ 1.700 12.174 11.555 11.580 11.9411.384 
77 17 % inches weekly during season _________________ ___ ___ ____ _____ __ __ _______ __ 1. 8 9 7 12.108 11. 515 11. 7 3 3 11. 8 9 3 1. 318 
7 8 17 1/~ inches alternate w eeks _________________________________________________ ------ 1. 672 ! 2 .1 35 11. 515 11. 5 2 2 11. 9 2 5 1. 2 8 8 
79 5 mches alternate weeks ________ ____________ ___ ____________ ___ ___________ ---- ---- 1.542 12 .0 69 11. 3 9 7 11. 3 8 6 1. 8 7 5 1.207 
80 I dry ----- --- ----- ------ ------------ -------- --- ---- -- ------------------------- --- ------ ---- -- ---- - 1 .976 11.080 1 .5 27 11.813 1 .990 I .464 1 
81 .J inches at 1st stage-( lst crop % grown) ___________ _____ ______ ____ _ 1.80 5 11.607 1 .69 8 11.656 11.461 1 .549 
82 5 ~nches at 2nd stage- (afte:' 1st cuttiI~g) ---------- -- ------ -·---------- 1.463 11.766 1 .725 \1.361 11.563 1 .533 83 5 mches at 3rd stage-(befole 2nd cuttmg) __ ______ ______ __ __ __ ___ ____ 1.7PO l1.568 1 .83 0 ,1.583 11.425 1 .687 
84 5 inches at 4th stage- (3rd crop % grown) __ ____ ___ __ ________ ______ 1.120 11.120 .606 11.039 1 .993 .524 
85 5 inches each at 1, 2, 3, and 4 stages __ _________________ _____ ________ ______ _ 1.3 31 11.858 11.015 11.241 11.641 .869 
86 5 inches each at 2, 3, and 4 stages ___ __ __ ____ __ ________ ___ _______ __________ 1.331 11.884 11.199 11.236 11.690 1 .9 35 
87 5 inches each at 1, 3 and 4 stages ______ ________ ________ ___ -_______ ---------- 1. 568 \1. 792 11. 2 2 5 11. 4 21 11. 614 11. 012 
88 5 inches each at 1, 2 and 4 stages _____ __________ __ ___ ______ ___ ___ __________ _ 1.444 2 .0 6 9 11.107 11.354 11.860 1 .946 
89 5 inches each at 1, 2 and 3 stages __________________________ ___ ___ __ _______ __ 1.344 1.976 11.107 11.261 11.790 1 .93 3 
90 5 ~nGhes each at 1 and 2 stages __ ______ ____ _________ __ ___ _ :___ ______ __ __ ___ ___ 2.161 2 .042 1 .73 8 11. 9 6 4 11. 8 5 8 1 .555 
91 5 m ch es each at 2 and 3 stages ___ ___ ____________ __ ___________________________ _ 1.344 1.739 1 .97 5 [1.266 11.589 .361 
92 5 inches each at 3 and 4 stages __ ____ ________ _____ _______ ___ ___________ ____ ___ 1.607 1.687 11.607 11.511 11.544 11.265 
93 5 inches each at 1 and 4 stages __ __ __ __________ __ __ _________ ________ ________ J .489 1.528 11.120 11.370 11.402 .843 
94 5 inches each at 1 and 3 stages _________ ___________ ___ _____________ ______ _____ 1.304 1.502 11.093 11.211 \1.381 1 .450 95 dry ______ ____________ __ _____ ____ _____ ________ __ ____ _____ _ ---- ---- ----------------- --------- --- 1. 397 1.278 1 .540 11. 2 8 4 1.171 1 .454 
96 5 in ches in early spring _____ ___ _____ ____________ _________ ______ _____ ___ ------ ____ , 1. 8 71 1. 700 I .777 11. 7 2 9 11. 5 64 1 .640 
97 5 inches after 2nd cutting _________ ______ _______ ___ ___ _________________ _________ , 2.121 1. 555 11.410 11.826 11.412 11.177 
98 5 inches fall after 3rd crop removed _____________________ ________________ __ 1.4 8 9 1. 31 8 1 .448 11.-366 11.19 8 1 .358 
99 5 inch es each crop % grown and a fte r 1st and 2nd cutting_ 1.673 11.871 11.304 [1.549 11.695 11.028 
100 5 inches each crop % grown and b efor e and after cuttings_1,805 12 .187 11.568 11.662 11.995 11.278 
1920 height 
alfalfa (inches) 
- 1st I - 2nd 1- 3rd" 
crop 1 crop I crop 
17 1 30 I 17 
18 1 31 1 23 
21 1 32 1 24 
21 1 32 1 22 
20 I 32 1 23 
20 I 31 1 23 
20. 14 1 8 
16 1 18 1 8 
16
1 
25
1 
9 
17 14 10 
17 141 13 
18 29 1 19 
17 31 1 20 
18 26 1 21 
18 32 1 19 
17 28 1 18 
23 31 1 16 
17 29 1 17 
18 24 1 24 
17 25 1 18 
16 24 1 19 
18 14 1 8 
20 24 1 ] 1 
21 25 1 24 
18 19 1 8 
18 1 31 [ 22 
18 1 31[ 23 
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AVAILABLE UTAH EXPERIMENT STATION PUBLICATIONS 
Bulletins 
121. The Soil of the Southern Utah Experiment Station. 
122. The Nature of the Dry-farm Soils in Utah. 
124. Fruit Variety Tests on the Southern Utah Experiment Farm. 
125. The Chemical Milling and Baking Value of Utah Wheats. 
127. Report of the Richmond-Lewiston Cow Testing Association. 
128. Blooming Periods and Yields of F ruit in Relation to Minimum 
Temperatures. 
129. Codling Moth Studies in 1911. 
130. The Change in Weight of Grain in Arid Regions During Storage. 
131. Variety Tests of Fie ld Crops in "Utah. 
132. Minor Dry-land Crops at the Nephi Experiment Farm. 
133 . Irrigation and Manuring Studies, Pt. I. 
134. The Nitric Nitrogen Content of the Country Rock. 
135. A Study of Annual Egg Production. 
1 3 6. The Commercial Production of Sugar-beet Seed in Utah. 
13 7. The Quality of Home-grown Whea t vs. Imported Wheat. 
138. How t o Control the Grasshoppers. 
139. The Movement of Soluble Salts With the Soil Moisture. 
14 0. The Summer Pruning of a Young Bearing Apple Orchard. 
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